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3. Firearms 
Alderfer Auction is a Licensed Federal Firearms Dealer (FFL) located in southeastern Pennsylvania. Whether 
you are buying or selling firearms at Alderfer Auction you will be assured that your firearms have been 
processed according to the rigorous regulations established by the Federal Government. It is recommended 
that all Firearms be checked by a competent gunsmith before firing to ensure safe usage. 
 
Registration Fees 
A $15 per gun transaction fee will be assessed for gun registration; $10 per gun transaction fee 
thereafter which is in addition to the total purchase price. 
 
Firearm Laws 
All firearms are sold in accordance with Federal and Pennsylvania State Laws. All post 1898 (Modern) firearms 
must be registered in compliance with Federal and State Law. Purchasers of Modern firearms who are 
Pennsylvania residents must complete state and federal registration forms at Alderfer Auction, 501 
Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440, or provide a signed copy of a Federal Firearms License from a dealer 
that your purchase can be shipped to. FFL Dealers and out-of-state buyers must have in their possession on 
the day of sale, signed copies of their Federal Firearms License in order to accept same-day delivery of 
modern firearms. Buyers who act as agents for FFL dealers must have a letter of agency as well as a signed 
copy of the dealers Federal Firearms License (FFL). Internet bidders who are out-of-state buyers and FFL 
dealers must fax a current FFL license within 24 hours of the close of the sale to Alderfer Auction at 215-368-
9055. Curio & Relic FFL licenses will be accepted on auction lots indicated in the description "(C&R)”. 
 
Specific State Restrictions 
Auctions may contain many firearms and items that are non-compliant (not allowed) in certain States. Alderfer 
Auction WILL NOT ship or SELL any of these items that are prohibited in any State. We are aware of these 
Sates and their Laws and it is the duty of each potential bidder to make sure they are allowed to own this 
legally in their respective States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT convert or make any firearm compliant to meet a 
certain State's requirements. Listed here are state laws restricting the sale of certain high-capacity magazines. 
These are STATE laws, sometimes there are COUNTY or CITY laws with stricter restrictions. It is your 
responsibility to be or become familiar with local gun laws.  

California: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in California or 
anyone using a billing address in the state of California.  

D.C.: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in the District of Columbia 
or anyone using a billing address for the District of Columbia. 

Hawaii: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds that may fit a handgun to anyone 
in Hawaii or anyone using a billing address in the state of Hawaii.  

Illinois: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 12 rounds to anyone in Chicago, IL or 
anyone using a billing address in Chicago, IL. We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 15 
rounds to anyone in Aurora, IL or anyone using a billing address in Aurora, IL.  

Maryland: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 20 rounds to anyone in Maryland or 
anyone using a billing address in the state of Maryland.  



Massachusetts: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in 
Massachusetts or anyone using a billing address in the state of Massachusetts.  

New Jersey: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New Jersey or 
anyone using a billing address in the state of New Jersey. Firearms cannot be picked up at Alderfer Auction. 
All firearms must be shipped to a FFL holder in your state (including bb, pellet, and black powder items). 
Assault weapons and banned firearms cannot be purchased at Alderfer Auction; find complete list per N.J.S. 
2C:39 – 1. 

New York: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New York or 
anyone using a billing address in the state of New York.  

Any firearms sold containing prohibited magazines as mentioned above will be shipped less the banned 
magazine, no refunds will be offered. 

Purchasers may inspect the merchandise and are urged to do so. The Auctioneer makes no warranty as to 
condition and shall not be responsible for any defects in any Lot. Any used firearm should be inspected by a 
competent gunsmith for safety, function, and proper ammunition type/size before attempting to fire. Any 
description of mechanical function or condition does NOT mean the gun has been inspected or tested for firing 
capabilities. All goods are exposed for Public Exhibition and for Internet buyer's, condition is described in the 
listings. 

Firearm Shipping 
Please send all FFL’s to shipping@alderferauction.com or text a copy to 833-609-5701. 
Antique firearms, please complete and submit Shipping Request Form at 
https://www.alderferauction.com/services/shipping. 
 
Alderfer Auction is FFL approved and therefore all shipping, packing and insurance are handled by us. Fees 
must be paid in advance and the shipping cost will be applied to your credit card on file. Shipping, handling and 
insurance fees will be applied to each item. To economize, we will pack multiple items of similar size and type 
together if possible. 
 
All firearms require insurance and a required signature. 
 
Any winning bid outside the continental United States must make arrangements with an FFL Importer/Exporter. 
The bidder is responsible for all shipping costs related to Alderfer Auction and to the Importer/Exporter. 
 
Packing fees:  
 

1. $25 for the first long gun 
2. $10 for each additional long gun 
3. $11 for the first handgun 
4. $6 fee for each additional handgun 

 
Any winning bidder wanting to ship a firearm or firearms outside of the continental United States must make 
arrangements with an FFL Importer/Exporter. The bidder is responsible for all shipping costs related to Alderfer 
Auction requirements as stated above to the Importer/Exporter, and all costs in accordance with the 
Importer/Exporter in shipping the firearm(s) to said bidder. 
 
Questions regarding shipping, handling and insurance costs or tracking of your package, please contact our 
shipping department at shipping@AlderferAuction.com. 
 
Please allow 2 weeks for shipping from receipt of payment. You will receive an emailed tracking number once 
your package is shipped. 
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Lot 
Number Title Description Starting 

Bid

1
Colt Python 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN E30498. 98% blue finish shows average handling with small areas of loss on edge of 
muzzle and under lug with light cylinder dragline, good bore, vent rib, adjustable sights, wide serrated 
hammer, extra wide ribbed trigger shoe (removable) checkered wood grips show light handling. Good 
condition 22-1181 C&R

600

2
Colt Python 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 8" bbl, SN K10352. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a few fine freckles on left side 
of barrel 1 1/2" from muzzle and light cylinder dragline, Good bore, vent rib, adjustable sights, wide 
serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered wood grips show no handling, additional set of 
checkered rubber Pachmayr Gripper grips, with papers, styro insert and wood grain cardboard box (box 
shows storage damage). Good condition. 22-1288

600

3

Colt Single 
Action Army 
Single Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 353032. 85% blue finish on barrel and cylinder show thinning on muzzle, light 
abrasions on ejector rod shroud with average cylinder dragline, good bore, frame shows 50% case color 
finish, serrated hammer does not hold on cock and binds with trigger occasionally needing repairs, 
checkered brown plastic grips show average handling with area of discoloration on rear edge of left panel 
along back strap. Fair condition. 22-1354 C&R

300

4

Colt Single 
Action Army 
Single Action 
Revolver

45 Colt, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 350484. 90% blue finish on barrel and cylinder with thinning on muzzle, area of 
abrasions on ejector rod shroud, average cylinder dragline and area of loss on inside of trigger guard 
against bottom of frame, good bore, frame shows 85% case color finish, checkered brown plastic grips 
show average handling with incorrect grip screw or screw insert causing the screw to protrude approx 1
/8" on right side. Good condition. 22-1355 C&R

500

5
Colt Detective 
Special Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 2" bbl, SN 947320. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling with much of the metal still 
showing factory (sticky) grease, very good bore, ribbed hammer and trigger, checkered wood grips show 
no handling with papers and original 2 piece wood grain cardboard box. Very good condition. 22-1319 
C&R

300

5A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

6
Colt Detective 
Special Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 2" bbl, SN 599925. 80% matte gray finish shows thinning on most edges with average cylinder 
dragline and area of discoloration on left side of frame at rampant Colt, good bore, ribbed hammer and 
trigger, checkered wood grips show average handling with Colt rubber skeleton holster. Good condition. 
22-1270 C&R

200

7
Colt Thunderer 
41 Double 
Action Revolver

41 Colt, 6" BBL, SN 131616. 80% blue finish shows moderate handling with areas of heavy freckling and 
abrasions, good bore, serrated hammer with smooth trigger, checkered rampant Colt grips show average 
handling. Good condition. 22-1340 C&R

300

8

Colt Frontier 
Scout Wyatt 
Earp Lawman 
Series Single 
Action Revolver

22LR, 12" bbl, SN 1220LWE. 100% nickel finish on barrel and cylinder, very good bore, 100% blue finish 
on frame, wood grips with silver Colt medallion show shallow press marks on both sides, with Colt lined 
display case and papers. Very good condition. 22-1289 C&R

200

9
Colt Frontier 
Scout Single 
Action Revolver

22LR, 4 3/4" bbl, SN 137684F. 100% blue finish, very good bore, checkered plastic Rampant Colt grips 
show no handling with papers and original wood grain cardboard box. Excellent condition. 22-1421 200

10
Smith & Wesson 
K22 Double 
Action Revolver

22LR, 6" bbl, SN 132160. 90% blue finish shows average handling with areas of scratches on sides of 
barrel and moderate cylinder dragline, good bore, 80% case color finish on serrated hammer and ribbed 
trigger, adjustable target sights, checkered wood diamond pattern grips show average handling with 
additional set of checkered rubber Pachmayr presentation grips. Good condition. 22-1182

200

11
Smith & Wesson 
36-1 Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 3" bbl, SN J460154. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling and faint cylinder dragline, 
good bore, 80% case color on serrated hammer and ribbed trigger with extra wide ribbed trigger shoe 
(removable) checkered wood grips show light handling with papers and original 2 piece navy blue 
cardboard box. Very good condition. 22-1269

200

12

Smith & Wesson 
60-10 Chiefs 
Special Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 3" bbl, SN CEA2004. Matte stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, adjustable 
sights, serrated hammer with smooth trigger, checkered rubber combat style finger groove grips show 
average handling with holster and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1368

200

13
Smith & Wesson 
Pre 10 Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special,6" bbl, SN C96796. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few small freckles around 
cylinder release, good bore, serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered replacement thumb rest 
grips show moderate handling with area of abrasion on right scale. Good condition. 22-1418.

150

14
Smith & Wesson 
Pre 10 Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 4" bbl, SN 430886. 80% blue finish shows moderate handling with scattered moderate 
freckling and area of oxidation on top strap, right side of frame has engraved C.J.Garvey between top of 
grip and recoil shield, good bore, crane is very tight and hard to open, trigger only fires in double action 
intermittently, 50% case color on serrated hammer and smooth trigger, checkered wood diamond 
pattern grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-1336 C&R

150

15

Smith & Wesson 
Model 10 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 4" bbl, SN C449289.98% blue finish shows light handling with rear section of frame (cylinder 
back) showing scattered light freckles, good bore, serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered wood 
grips show moderate handling with chips a long pattern edges. Good condition. 22-1417 C&R

200

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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16

Smith & Wesson 
Model 629-8 
Performance 
Center Double 
Action Revolver

44 Rem Mag, 4" bbl, SN CRU8673. matte stainless finish shows light handling with average cylinder drag 
line, very good bore, compensator, adjustable sights, wide serrated hammer and smooth trigger, rubber 
pebble texture finger groove combat grips show very light handling, papers and factory plastic case. Very 
good condition. 22-1410

300

17

Smith & Wesson 
Model 627-5 
Performance 
Center Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 5" bbl, SN CST1738. 100% matte black finish on barrel and frame with matte stainless cylinder 
and compensator, cylinder shows average dragline, very good bore, adjustable sights, wide serrated 
hammer with smooth trigger, pebble texture rubber finger groove combat grips show very light handling 
with papers and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-1412

300

18

Smith & Wesson 
Model 627-5 
Performance 
Center Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 5" bbl, SN CSL6069. matte stainless finish shows light handling with average cylinder drag line, 
very good bore, adjustable sights, wide serrated hammerand smooth trigger, rubber pebble texture 
finger groove combat grips show very light handling, extra wood grips show no handling with factory 
plastic case. Very good coniditon. 22-1409

300

19

Smith & Wesson 
Safety 
Hammerless 
(Lemon 
Squeezer) 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 S&W, 1 5/8" cut down barrel, SN 168585. 98% nickel finish shows average handling, good bore, barrel 
has been cut short taking the front sight, checkered diamond pattern plastic grips show average 
handling. good condition. 22-1313 C&R

100

20

Smith & Wesson 
Safety 
Hammerless 
(Lemon 
Squeezer) 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 S&W, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 148114. Gray/silver patina with areas of blue finish shows moderate handling, 
good bore, pinned front sight, checkered plastic diamond pattern grips show average handling. Good 
condition. 22-1315 C&R

100

20A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

21

Smith & Wesson 
Safety 
Hammerless 
(Lemon 
Squeezer) 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 S&W, 4" bbl, SN 218614. Gray/brown patina, fair bore with areas of pitting, checkered plastic 
diamond pattern grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-1316 C&R 100

22
Ruger GP100 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 4" bbl, SN 171-19076. matte stainless finish, good bore, adjustable sights with orange insert in 
front, rubber grips with wood panel inserts show light handling with leather holster. Good condition. 22-
1366

200

23

Ruger New 
Model Super 
Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

44 Mag, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 87-55046. 98% blue finish shows light handling with average cylinder drag line, 
very good bore, adjustable sights, wide ribbed hammer and smooth trigger, wood grips show no handling 
with additional set of wood grips with silver Ruger medallion on both scales show no handling, papers, 
leather holster, Ruger branded rug and original plastic case. Very good condition. 22-1367

300

24
Ruger Security 
Six Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 2 3/4" bbl, SN 158-98708. 98% blue finish shows average handling and cylinder drag line, good 
bore, adjustable rear sight with orange front insert, serrated hammer and smooth trigger, checkered 
Pachmayr round butt Presentation/Compac grips show average wear, frame has square butt causing a 
small corner of the frame to protrude beyond grip, incorrect cardboard box. Good condition. 22-1151

200

25
Ruger New 
Bearcat Single 
Action Revolver

22, 4 1/8" bbl, SN 93-72886. Matte stainless finish shows no handling, good bore, engraved cylinder, 
laminated wood grips with Ruger medallions on both scales show no handling, with papers and factory 
plastic case. Excellent condition. 22-1172

200

26

Dan Wesson 
Model 15-2 
Pistol Pack 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 8", 6",4" and 2 1/2" bbls *" is installed, SN 126652. 98% blue finish shows average handling 
with faint cylinder drag line and light scratches on sides of all barrels, good bores on all barrels, 
adjustable target sights, ribbed hammer with smooth trigger, wood finger groove combat style grip 
shows light handling with additional checkered wood grip with DWA medallions on both sides, take down
/barrel change tool and adjusting shim, 4 additional front sight inserts in factory yellow lined Pistol Pack 
case (exterior of case shows moderate handling and storage wear) Monson production. Good condition. 
22-1268

500

27

Dan Wesson 
Model 15-2VH 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN 254616. 90% blue finish shows average handling with area of moderate scratches on 
left side of frame behind cylinder and a few small nicks on edges of vent rib, good bore, adjustable rear 
sight, orange front insert, checkered wood grip shows average handling with DW medallions on both 
sides. Monson production. Good condition. 22-1246

300

28
Dan Wesson 
22V Double 
Action Revolver

22LR, 6" bbl, SN 5949. 95% blue finish shows average handling with area of moderate scratches on left 
side of frame behind cylinder, good bore, adjustable rear sight and orange front insert, vent rib, ribbed 
hammer and smooth trigger, checkered wood grips show average handling with DWA medallions on both 
sides. Monson production. Good condition. 22-1247

200

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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29

Charter Arms 
Pathfinder 
Double Action 
Revolver

22, 3" bbl, SN 780747. Matte stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, adjustable rear sight, 
ribbed hammer and trigger, checkered rubber finger groove combat style grips show average handling 
with holster. Good condition. 22-1370

100

30 H&R 922 Double 
Action Revolver

22, 6" bbl, SN S7185. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on muzzle, average cylinder drag 
line and area of oxidation on hammer spur, good bore, checkered green plastic confetti grips show 
average handling with chippind on lower edges. Good condition. 22-1291

50

30A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and full read all descriptions.

31

Harrington & 
Richardson 
Hammerless 
Double Action 
Revolver

32 S&W, 3" bbl, SN 182178. 98% nickel finish shows light handling, good bore, checkered target grips 
show light handling. Good condition.22-1391 C&R 50

32

High Standard 
W-104 Double 
Nine Double 
Action Revolver

22, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 1609960. nickel finish shows average handling with faint cylinder drag line, good bore, 
blued sights, black plastic grips with Hi Standard medallions show average handling. Good condition. 22-
1317

50

33
North American 
Arms Mini 
Revolver

22 Mag, 1 1/4" bbl, SN E286029. Matte stainless finish shows light handling with faint cylinder drag line, 
good bore, rubber finger groove grips show average handling, 1 3/4" blade bayonet mounted under 
barrel. Good condition. 22-1296

50

34
North American 
Arms Mini 
Revolver

22LR, 1 1/8" bbl, SN V87381. Matte stainless shows no handling, good bore, wood birds head grips show 
no handling with additional holster/grip with instructions and leather holster. Very good condition. 22-
1248

50

35

Smith & Wesson 
Victory Model 
SW22 Semi 
Automatic PIstol

22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN DJY5153. Matte stainless shows very light handling, good bore, adjustable fiber optic 
sights, threaded muzzle, textured plastic grips show no handling, 2-10 rnd magazines, papers and factory 
cardboard box. Very good condition. 22-1171 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale 
in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

36
Smith & Wesson 
Model 459 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN A732391. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, adjustable sights, 
checkered plastic grips show light handling with a few faint scratches, 2-14 rnd magazines, papers and 
factory cardboard box. Good condition. 22-1193 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

37
Smith & Wesson 
Model 39 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 81496. 95% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on most edges and area of 
nicks on right front corner of slide, good bore, adjustable sights, Pachmayr signature checkered rubber 
wrap around grip shows small areas of loosening, 2-8 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-1183 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

38

Colt MKIV 
Combat 
Commander 
Series 80 Semi 
Automatic PIstol

45 Auto, 4 1/8" bbl, SN FC19182E. Duo tone finish with 98% matte black on slide shows light handling 
with a few rub marks on top edges and matte stainless frame, good bore, 3 dot sights, skeletonized 
hammer and trigger, textured rubber finger groove grips show light handling. 5-8 rnd magazines, papers 
and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1146 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400

39

Colt 
Government 
Pocketlite Semi 
Automatic Pistol

380 Auto, 3 1/4" bbl, SN GP11357. 100% matte black finish, very good bore, checkered plastic grips show 
no handling, 2-7 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Excellent condition. 22-1147 250

40

Colt Pre 
Woodsman 
Match Target 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 6" bbl, SN 023037S. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, very good bore, adjustable 
sights, checkered wood thumb rest grips show light handling, 2-10 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-
1184 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

350

41

Colt 1908 
Hammerless 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

25 Auto, 2" bbl, SN 258509. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of moderate freckling and 
loss on crisp edges, good bore, trigger retains 90% case color, checkered plastic Colt logo grips show 
average handling, 2-6 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-1341 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

42

High Standard 
Model 106 
Military 
Supermatic 
Tournament 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 6 3/4" bbl, SN 1853248. 98% blue finish shows light handling with thinning on muzzle, good bore, 
adjustable sights, wide ribbed trigger, checkered wood grips show light handling, 1-10 rnd magazine and 
factory cardboard box. Good condition. 22-1388 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

43
Ruger MKII 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 7" bbl, SN 18-27163. 99% blue finish shows very light handling, good bore, adjustable rear sight, 
laminated checkered wood thumb rest grips show average handling with a light scratch on left side just 
under slide release, 5-10 rnd magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. Very good condition. 22-1150 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150
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44
Ruger MKII 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 7" bbl, SN 211-91954. 98% blue finish shows average handling with minor scratches, good bore, 
adjustable rear sight, checkered plastic grips show light handling, 2-10 rnd magazines. Good condition. 
22-1187 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

150

45
Ruger MKII 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5 1/2" heavy bull bbl SN 210-95193. 98% blue finish shows average handling with minor scratches, 
good bore, adjustable rear sight, checkered plastic grips show light handling, 2-10 rnd magazines. Good 
condition. 22-1185 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

150

46

Ruger MKII 
Target 
Competition 
Model Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 7" bbl, SN223-52152. Matte stainless finish, good bore, adjustable rear sight, laminated checkered 
wood grips show no handling, 2-10 rnd magazines, scope rings, papers and factory plastic case. Very 
good condition. 22-1191 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

47
Ruger MKII 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5 1/2" heavy bull bbl, SN 18-19260. 95% blue finish shows average handling with abrasion on right 
front edge of frame, good bore, extra wide trigger shoe (removable)Volquartsen checkered rubber finger 
groove combat style grip shows average handling, working Truglo red/green dot sight mounted on 
Weaver style scope base, 2-10 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-1190 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

48
Ruger Standard 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 4 3/4" bbl, SN 15-39019. 98% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, checkered plastic 
grips show light handling, 2-10 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-1188 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

49
Ruger P97DC 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

45ACP, 4" bbl, SN 663-00987. 98% matte stainless finish slide shows average handling, good bore, fiber 
optic sights, polymer frame/grips shows average handling with areas of minor scratching, 1-8 rnd 
magazine and holster with damage to belt loops on rear. Good condition. 22-1170 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

50
Ruger SR22 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 365-96886. 100% Duo-tone Rasberry finish, polymer frame, good bore, adjustable 
sight, rubber grips show no handling, 5-10 rnd magazines, extra magazine floor plates, additional grip 
sleeve, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears unfired. Excellent condition. 22-1251 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

50A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

51
Beretta PX4 
Storm Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 3/4" bbl, SN PX138037. 99% black finish on slide shows only a small very light scratch on left side, 
very good bore, 3 dot sights, polymer frame/grips shows no handling with limbsaver rubber grip sleeve, 2-
17 rnd magazines, 2 extra palm swells, papers and plastic case. Very good condition. 22-1259 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

52
Beretta Model 
85F Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm Short/380 Auto, 3 3/4" bbl, SN F10359Y. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, very good 
bore, checkered wood grips show average handling, 2-8 rnd magazines, mag loader, mag case, papers 
and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1369 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

53

Beretta Model 
21A Bobcat 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 2 3/8" bbl, SN DAA249121. Matte stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, checkered 
plastic grips show average handling, 1-7 rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. Good 
condition. 22-1387 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

200

54
Beretta Model 
76 Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5 3/4" bbl, SN B32521U. 100% textured black finish barrel shroud, good bore, 99% blue finish on 
slide and frame, adjustable rear sight, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 2-10 rnd 
magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. Good condition 22-1149 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

55
Beretta M1935 
Brevettata Semi 
Automatic PIstol

7.65mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 458260. 85% plumb color finish on barrel and slide shows average handling, good 
bore, frame shows 90% blue finish, left side of frame dated 1956, checkered plastic grips show average 
handling with 2-8 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-1314 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

56
Beretta Model 
948 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 056543N. 95% blue finish on barrel and slide shows average handling, good bore, 
frame shows a straw/gold color proofed with circled S and 1955 on left side, checkered plastic grips show 
average handling, 2-10 rnd magazines. 22-1189 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

57
Browning BDA 
380 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

380 Auto, 3 3/4" bbl, SN 425PZ09658. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, very good bore, 
wood grips with Browning medallions on both sides show average handling, 1-13 rnd magazine and 
factory cardboard box. Very good condition. 22-1258 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

58

Para Ordnance 
Para Carry C6.45 
LDA Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 ACP, 3" bbl, SN P127141. Matte Stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, 3 dot sights, 
checkered wood diamond pattern grips show light handling, 2-6 rnd magazines, papers and factory 
plastic box. Good condition. 22-1390

250

59
Glock Model 19 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN TD838US. Matte black finish slide shows average handling, good bore, polymer frame
/grips show light handling, 3 dot sights, 1-15 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1386 NOTE: Please refer 
to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200
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60

Walther 
/Interarms P5 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 47984. 99% blue finish shows light handling with a small scratch on right side of 
slide, very good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 2- 8 rnd magazines, papers and 
factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-1148 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

61

Walther/Smith 
& Wesson P22 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 5" bbl, SN NO92443. 98% matte black finish on slide shows average handling with a small chip on 
left side top corner of slide just forward of ejection port, good bore, polymer frame/grips show no 
handling, 3 dot sights, 1-10 rnd magazine, extra palm swell and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-
1290 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150

62
AMT Automag II 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22 WMR, 3 3/8" bbl, SN P06303. Matte stainless finish shows moderate handling, good bore, 3 dot sights, 
ribbed plastic grips show average handling, 1-9 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1389 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

63
AMT Backup 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

380 Auto, 2 9/16" bbl, SN A14534. Matte stainless finish with brushed side on slide, good bore, 
checkered wood grips show light handling. 1-5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-515 100

64 CZ 75D Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 5/8" bbl, SN B154877. 100% matte black finish, very good bore, fiber optic front sight, checkered 
rubber grips show no handling with 2-14 rnd magazines, loader, papers and plastic case. Appears new in 
box. Excellent condition. 22-1405 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

65 CZ 75SP-01 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 1/2" bbl, SN B199639. 100% matte black finish, very good bore, Tru dot 3 dot sights, plastic grips 
with textured panel show no handling with 2-18 rnd magazines and factory plastic case. Appears new in 
box. Excellent condition. 22-1404 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

66 CZ 75P-01 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 5/8" bbl, SN B179060. 100% matte black finish, very good bore, fiber optic front sight, plastic 
grips with textured panel show no handling, 2-14 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Appears 
new in box. Excellent condition. 22-1411 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

67 CZ 97B Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Auto, 4 1/2" bbl, SN B056960. 100% matte black finish, very good bore, checkered wood grips show 
no handling, 1-10 rnd magazine, papers and factory plastic case with cardboard outer box. Appears new 
in box. Excellent condition. 22-1413 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

68
HK Mark 23 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

45 Auto, 5 3/4 threaded bbl, SN 23-015371. 100% black finish on slide, 3 dot sights, very good bore, 
polymer frame/grips show no handling 2-12 rnd magazines and factory plastic case. Appears new in box. 
Excellent condition. 22-1406 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

69
HK Model 45 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

45 Auto, 4 1/2" bbl, SN HKU-011028. 100% matte black finish on slide, very good bore, 3 dot sights, 
polymer frame/grips show no handling, 4-10 rnd magazines and factory plastic case. Appears new in box. 
22-1403 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

300

70 HK USP Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Auto, 4 1/4" bbl, SN 25-133962. 100% matte black finish on slide, 3 dot sights, very good bore, 
polymer frame/grips shows no handling, 2-12 rnd magazines and factory plastic case. Appears new in 
box. Excellent condition. 22-1407 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

71

Nighthawk 
Custom GRP 
(Global 
Response Pistol) 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

45 Auto, 4" bbl, SN NCP11173. 100% matte black finish, very good bore, 3 dot sights, skeletonized 
hammer and trigger, checkered grips show no handling, 8-7 rnd magazines, papers and small range bag. 
Very good condition. 22-1402 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

72
Kel Tec PMR-30 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22WMR, 4 1/4" bbl, SN WAN61. 100% matte black barrel, good bore, 3 dot fiber optic sights, polymer 
frame/grips show no handling, 2-30 rnd magazines, factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-1408 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

100

73
Remington 
RM380 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

380 Auto, 2 3/4" bbl, SN RMO33652C.100% matte silver/gray slide, good bore, Robin egg blue polymer 
frame shows light handling, checkered plastic grips show light handling, 4-6 rnd magazines and factory 
cardboard box. Good condition. 22-1250

100

74
SCCY CPX-2 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN 295913. 100% matte black slide, good bore, Pink polymer frame/grips shows no 
handling, 5-10 rnd magazines, hot pink holster, papers and factory cardboard box. Very good condition. 
22-1249 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

100

75
Iver Johnson 
Trailsman Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 4 1/2" bbl, SN FG05431 98% blue finish on frame and barrel show average handling, good bore, 
slide shows plum color, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 1-10 rnd magazine and factory 
cardboard box (torn seams) . Good condition. 22-1295 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

76
Chiappa Model 
1911-22 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5" bbl, SN D21037. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, checkered wood 
grips show no handling, 2-10 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-
1192 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

100
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77
Caspian Arms 
1911 Semi 
Automatic PIstol

9mm, 5"bbl, SN 20844. 20% blue finish showing mostly a Silver brown patina, good bore, adjustable Bo 
Mar rear sight, Weaver style scope rail with Bushnell Trophy red/green dot scope with clear optics, 
checkered rubber Pachmayr Signature series wrap around grip shows average handling, 5-7rnd 
magazines, mag loader and range bag. Good condition. 22-1043 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

78
Whitney 
Wolverine Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 28478. 98% matte gray finish with blued side panels show average handling with a 
few small finish chips on trigger guard bow, good bore, checkered plastic grips show light scratches, 1-10 
rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. Good condition. 22-1422 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

79

Deutsche Werke 
Ortgies Patent 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

6.35mm, 2 3/4" bbl, SN 62796. 70% blue finish shows moderate handling, fair bore, wood grips show 
average handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. A Ortgies 6.35 pistol was given as a gift to Eva Braun by Adolf Hitler 
and was recovered from her home after WWII. Good condition. 22-1342 C&R

100

80
Taurus PT99 AF 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4 3/4" bbl, SN L57535. 90% blue finish shows average handling with matte blue on top and bottom 
with polished sides, good bore, adjustable sights, checkered rubber grips show average handling, 2-10 
rnd magazines and mag loader. Good condition. 22-1186 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions 
of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

81

Mossberg 
Brownie Tip Up 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 2 1/2" 4 bbl cluster, SN 9955. Gray/brown patina, fair bores, ribbed wood grips show average 
handling. Firing pin rotator advances as it should. Good condition. 22-1377 C&R 150

82

Remington 
Model 95 Type 
III Derringer 
Over/Under 
Pistol

41 Rim Fire, 3" bbls, SN L96365. 80% blue finish shows average handling with areas of moderate thinning, 
good bores, checkered birds head grips show light handling. Good condition. 22-1337 C&R 150

83

Leinad/Cobray 
Model MR 
Pepper Box 
Pistol

.45/410, 5- 3 3/4" rifled barrels in cluster, SN I01591. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few 
small machining marks on barrel flutes, plastic birds head grips show no handling with leather holster. 
Good condition. 22-1169

100

84

Browning 
(Japan) A5 Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 3" chamber, IM choke tube, SN 42667PN151. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a 
few light scratches on barrel, good bore, vent rib, engraved receiver, high gloss highly figured checkered 
wood stock and forearm show only light handling, 14 1/4" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 
22-1220

300

85

Smith & Wesson 
Model 1000 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber Mod choke, SN F022754. 95% blue finish shows average handling with 
areas of scattered moderate freckling and small area of loss on underside of barrel just forward of barrel 
nut, good bore, vent rib, engraved receiver, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling 
with a few deep nicks on right side of toe. 14" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1174

150

86
Remington 1100 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 25 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, extended full choke tube, SN 385773V. 98% blue finish shows average 
handling with area of abrasions on left side upper edge of receiver and left side of trigger guard, good 
bore, vent rib, engraved receiver, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with area of 
deep denting on top of wrist between receiver edge and front of comb, 14" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 22-1364

200

87

Remington 1100 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun Barrel 
Only

12Ga, 28" 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, 95% blue finish shows average handling, good bore. 40

88

Remington 1100 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun Barrel 
Only

12Ga, 28" 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, 98% blue finish shows average handling, vent rib, good bore, 
aftermarket orange fiber optic front sight, 40

89

Remington 
Sportsman 48 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 3103391. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with loss 
on crisp edges of receiver, good bore, vent rib, jeweled bolt, action does not stay latched in open 
position, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with area of sun fading/bleaching on 
forearm and small chip with crack on lower left corner of wrist at receiver edge 13 5/8" LOP, 6lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 22-1349 C&R

100

90

Remington 11-
48 Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 5143140. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with 
areas of abrasions on left side and bottom of barrel near barrel nut, good bore and rear of receiver, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with older poor refinish with crazing on 
stock and ill fitting recoil pad, 14 1/2" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition 22-1380

100

91

Winchester 
Model 1400 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

20Ga, 28 1/2" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke tube, SN N1155242. 95% blue finish shows average 
handling with a few scattered freckles and chips along vent rib, good bore, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with area of dent/abrasions on left side of forearm. 14" LOP, heavy 8 lb+ 
trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1175

100

92

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 1718772. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with 
light scratches on sides of engraved receiver, good bore, vent rib, jeweled bolt and elevator, high figured 
checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with small areas of crazing. 14" LOP, 6lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1260 C&R

150
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93

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 1929513. 98% older re blue finish on barrel, receiver shows 
90% blue finish with a few scattered freckles and light scratches, good bore, vent rib with center bead 
and orange day glo front, high figured checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with 
posible older refinish on butt, 14 3/8 LOP. 6 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1199 C&R

150

94

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 1462191. 98% older reblue finish on barrel shows average 
handling most likely done when the Simmons Gun Specialties broad vent rib was added, receiver shows 
90% thinning blue with lightly textured on top to reduce glare, good bore, checkered wood stock and 
forearm with exaggerated pistol grip show light handling, 14 1/8" LOP with concave rubber recoil pad on 
black and white line spacers, 6lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1283 C&R

150

95

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

16 Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 845932. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with areas 
of loss on crisp edges and carry points, good bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average 
handling, 14"LOP, 6lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1322 C&R

150

96

Winchester (Pre 
64) Early Model 
12 Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 249295. 85% blue finish shows light average handling for 
the year with thinning on most edges and area of moderate freckles on left side of receiver, good bore, 
wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling with some fading/discoloration on butt stock 
from lace on recoil pad and small 1 1/2" cracks on both sides of wrist, 14 3/8" LOP with lace on pad, 6 1/2 
lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1348

100

97

Very early 2nd 
year Winchester 
(Pre 64) Model 
1912 Pump 
Action Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Cyl choke, SN 82913. 80% blue on barrel and magazine tube show 
average handling with scattered light freckling and receiver showing silver/gray patina, good bore, wood 
stock and ribbed forearm show average handling with crack at toe and toe corner of butt plate chipped 
off, 13 3/4" LOP, 7lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1321 C&R

100

98

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 434000. Dark gray/brown frosty patina, good bore, wood 
stock and ribbed forearm show average handling, 13 3/4" LOP, 7lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1173 100

99

Winchester 
Model 25 Rifled 
Slug Gun Pump 
Action Shotgun

12Ga. 24" bbl, Cyl choke, SN 39280. 95% blue finish shows average handling, replacement rifled bore slug 
barrel without sights, good bore, Redfield style scope mount and rings, wood stock and ribbed forearm 
show average handling with areas of finish loss. 14" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1358 
C&R

100

100 Leupold Rifle
/Shotgun Scope

Vari X-3 1.5-5 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, body shows light ring marks. Removed from prior 
lot. Good condition. 50

100A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

101

Remington 
Wingmaster 
Magnum 870 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 25 1/2" bbl, barrel marked 2 3/4" chamber, IMP cyl choke, SN S773509M. 90% blue finish shows 
average handling with scattered nicks and light scratches, good bore, checkered wood stock and forearm 
show average handling with crack on both sides of wrist. 14" LOP, 4lb trigger pull, Good condition. 22-
1271

100

102

Remington 870 
Express Super 
Magnum Slug 
Gun Pump 
Action Shotgun

12Ga. 20" rifled barrel, 3" chamber, SN C144926A. 99% textured matte finish shows light handling, good 
bore, rifle sights with blued B-Square saddle style scope mount, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
light handling with sling, 13 7/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 22-1207

100

103

Remington 
Model 10-A 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28 3/4" bbl, Full choke, SN U170791. Dark brown/gray patina, good bore, checkered wood stock 
and ribbed forearm show moderate handling with older home refinish and crack on both sides of wrist, 
13 5/8" LOP, 6lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1320 C&R

100

104

Ithaca Model 37 
Featherlight 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 760978-2. 95% blue finish shows average handling with 
scattered light freckles and areas of oxidation at breech and barrel mounting lug, good bore, engraved 
receiver, checkered wood stock and plain forearm show average handling 14" LOP, 6lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 22-1176

100

105

Ithaca Model 37 
Featherlight DS 
Police Special 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 20" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 1014589. 85% blue finish shows moderate freckling, fair 
bore, rifle sights, engraved receiver, checkered wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with 
areas of finish flaking, 14" LOP, heavy 8 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1327 C&R

100

106

Webley & Scott
/Service 
Armament SxS 
Shotgun

20Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 141597. 98% blue finish on barrels shows average 
handling with a 2" scratch on left barrel 3" from muzzle, good bores, ejectors, 99% case color on 
engraved receiver, highly figured checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling, 13 3/4" 
rear trigger and 14 5/8" front trigger LOP, 5 1/2 lb front trigger and 8 1/2 lb rear trigger pull. Good 
condition. 22-1273

400

107
Ithaca/SKB 
Model 280 SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN S5281597. 99% blue finish shows light handling, 
ejectors, single selective trigger, solid rib with center bead and orange day glo front, engraved receiver, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with areas of light denting and scratches on 
left side of butt, 14" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1359

300
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108 Ithaca SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 188435. 85% blue finish on barrel show average 
handling with scattered freckles and scratches, good bores, extractors, bird dog engraved receiver shows 
silver/gray patina with small sections of case color in protected areas, checkered wood stock and forearm 
show average handling, 13" rear trigger and 14" front trigger LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull on both triggers. 
Good condition. 22-1325 C&R

150

109
Ithaca/SKB 
Model 100 SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/Full chokes, SN S5126862. 99% blue finish shows only light 
handling, good bores, solid rib with day glo front sight, extractors, selective single trigger, engraved 
receiver, checkered wood stock and forearm show light/average handling with a few small dents and 
nicks mostly on belly and toe of butt stock, 14 1/8" LOP, 6lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1385

250

110
Browning 
(Japan) B-SxS 
SxS Shotgun

20Ga. 26" bbls, 3" chambers, Mod/IC chokes, SN 2858837. 98% blue finish shows average handling with 
thinning on carry points, good bores and area of loss on trigger guard tail, ejectors, engraved receiver, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling,14 1/4" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 22-1232

250

111
Browning 
(Japan) B-SxS 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 26" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/IC chokes, SN 3811A72. 99% blue finish shows only very light 
handling, good bores, ejectors, engraved receiver, checkered wood stock with adjustable comb and 
forearm show light handling, 14 1/4" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1231

250

112 Browning B-SxS 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 03634RN158. 99% blue finish shows only very light 
handling, good bores are coated with Beeswax, engraved receiver, ejectors, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show very light handling with only 2 tiny nicks on pistol grip, 14 1/4" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. This is 
a newer model marked assembled in Korea with Japanese components. Very good condition. 22-1379

250

113
Fox/Savage 
Model B-D SxS 
Shotgun

20Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Mod/IC chokes, NSN. 75% blue finish on barrels with breech area cleaned 
to white on both side, good bores, vent rib with center bead, engraved smiling fox receiver shows 90% 
casse colors, front trigger does not release and may need repairs/lube/cleaning, wood stock and forearm 
show average handling with top and bottom of wrist area sanded down to raw wood. 14" rear trigger 
and 15" front trigger LOP, 8lb trigger pull on rear trigger. Made in Westfield Mass. Fair condition. 22-
1221 C&R

150

114
Fox/Savage 
Model BSE-D 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga, 28" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, NSN. 85% blue finish shows average handling with a 
few minor scratches and freckles on barrels, thicker black finish on receiver shows chipping on leading 
edges of recoil shield, good bores, vent rib with center bead, engraved smiling fox receiver, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show average handling with small areas of mold staining on butt, single trigger, 
extractors, 13 7/8" LOP, 8lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1222 C&R

200

115
A H Fox 
Sterlingworth 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 127469. 85% blue finish shows general thinning 
with scattered freckles on barrels, good bores, border engraved receiver shows 60% case color, solid rib 
with center bead and white front, extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling 
with Pachmayr White Line recoil pad, 14" rear trigger and 15" front trigger LOP, 6lb rear trigger and 8 lb 
front trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1323 C&R

200

116
Savage Fox 
Sterlingworth 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 26" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/Mod chokes, SN 160875. 80% blue finish on barrels show 
scattered moderate freckling, good bores, border engraved receiver shows traces of case color, 
extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling, 13 1/4" rear trigger and 14 1/4" 
front trigger LOP, heavy 8lb plus trigger pull on both triggers. Good condition. 22-1324 C&R

200

117
A H Fox 
Sterlingworth 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 129247. 85% blue finish on barrels shows general 
thinning with a few scattered light freckles, good bores, border engraved receiver shows 50% case color, 
extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with a few deep dents and nicks, 
13 1/8' rear trigger and 14" front trigger LOP, 4lb front trigger and 8lb rear trigger pull. Good condition. 
22-1198 C&R

200

118
Parker Bros VH 
Grade SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 29 7/8" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 117840. 90% blue finish on barrels show 
general thinning with a few light freckles, good bores, vent rib with step at breech, border engraved 
receiver shows in the white with small scratches, extractors, Miller single selective trigger, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show light handling with a area of finish loss on forearm (possibly from tape) 
black rubber recoil pad with yellow line spacer, 14 1/4" LOP, 4lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1195 
C&R

350

119
Parker Bros VH 
Grade SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 173369. 90% (posible older reblue)blue finish on 
barrels shows general thinning, good bores, border engraved receiver shows silver/gray patina, 
extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show light/average handling with Pachmayr rubber recoil 
pad mounted with white and black line spacers, 14 3/8" rear trigger and 15 3/8" front trigger LOP, 5lb 
rear trigger and 4lb front trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1351C&R

350

120
Parker Bros OVH 
Grade SxS 
SHotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 230647. 85% blue finish on barrels show general 
thinning with area of loss on right side of barrel approx 8" from muzzle and a few scattered light 
scratches, good bores, receiver shows small areas of case color, extractors, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show high quality refinish with light handling, 13" rear trigger and 14" front trigger LOP, 6 1/2 lb 
rear trigger and 3 1/2 lb front trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1197 C&R

300

121
Stevens 311 
Series H SxS 
Shotgun

20Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Mod/Imp chokes, SN C947256. 95% blue finish on barrels show average 
handling with a few light scratches, good bores, solid rib with center bead, receiver shows 95% case color 
, extractors, refinished wood stock and forearm show light/average handling with small areas of brush 
marks, added pistol grip cap and ill fitting Pachmayr recoil pad. 14" rear trigger and 15" front trigger LOP, 
71/2 lb trigger pull on both triggers. Good condition. 22-1226

100
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122

J Stevens Arms 
& Tool Co. 
Model 235 SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 99529. 80% blue finish on barrels shows general 
thinning with moderate freckling, good bores, receiver shows gray/silver patina with multiple nicks in 
frame just forward of bottom plate, exposed (Remington C style) hammers with rebounding firing pins, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling. 13 1/8" rear trigger and 14 1/4" front trigger 
LOP, 6 lb trigger pull on both triggers. Good condition. 22-1223 C&R

100

123 Rossi/Garcia SxS 
Shotgun

20Ga. 26" bbls, 3" chambers, IC/Mod chokes, SN R16808 G7697. 95% blue finish shows average handling 
with a few scattered freckles, good bores, Greener cross bolt lock up, extractors, wood stock and forearm 
show average handling with areas of light denting and scratches, 14" rear trigger and 15" front trigger 
LOP, 8 lb rear trigger and 6 lb front trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1177

100

124
AYA/Firearms 
International 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 45858. 90% blue finish on barrel shows average 
handling with scattered moderate freckling and light scratches, good bores, extractors, engraved falcon 
receiver shows silver/white with 80% blue on trigger guard and bottom plate, greener cross bolt type 
lock up, checkered wood stock and forearm with sling loops show moderate handling with areas of finish 
loss and light crazing, single trigger with 14 1/2" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1196

100

125

Browning 
(Japan) Citori 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Mod choke tubes, SN 23581NW153. 90% blue finish shows average 
handling with areas of oxidation along barrel valleys and thinning on carry points, ported barrels, good 
bores, vent rib with single bead, ejectors, engraved receiver, single selective trigger, checkered wood 
stock and forearm show average handling, 14 1/4" LOP, 5lb trigger pull, luggage style case with 
instructions to set combination locks. Good condition. 22-1178

400

126

Browning 
(Belgian) 
Lightning 
Broadway Over
/Under Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 37183S5. 95% blue finish on barrels with area of 
moderate freckling on muzzle of bottom barrel, engraved receiver shows general thinning with loss on 
crisp edges and carry points, good bores, wide broadway vent rib with center bead, ejector on upper 
barrel only missing ejector on lower barrel, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling 
with incorrect screw in forearm and slip on recoil pad, 14 3/4" LOP (not counting the slip on pad) stock 
has had additional spacers added, single selective trigger with 6 1/2 lb pull. Good condition. 22-1378

400

127

Browning 
(Belgian) 
Lightning Over
/Under Shotgun

20Ga. 26 1/2" bbl, 3" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 26710V2. 98% blue finish shows average handling, 
good bores, vent rib with center bead, engraved receiver, ejectors, checkered wood stock and forearm 
show light handling, 14" LOP, single selective trigger with 4 1/2 lb pull. Good condition. 22-1284

500

128

Browning 
(Belgian) 
Lightning Over
/Under Shotgun

20Ga. 26 1/2" bbl, 3" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 20250. 80% blue finish shows very thin on the 
verge of a dark gray patina, good bores, vent rib, engraved receiver, ejectors, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show moderate/heavy handling with finish flaking and denting, 14" LOP, single selective trigger 
with 5 1/2 lb pull. Good condition. 22-1256 C&R

300

129

Browning FN 
(Belgian) 
Superposed Over
/Under Shotgun

12Ga. 26 1/2" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 19144S4. 95% blue finish shows average 
handling with scratch on left side of barrels approx 3" from muzzle and scattered light freckling, good 
bores, solid rib with single bead, border engraved receiver, ejectors, checkered wood stock and forearm 
show average handling, 14 1/2" LOP, single selective trigger with 6 lb pull. Good condition. 22-1213

400

130

Browning FN 
(Belgian) 
Superposed Over
/Under Shotgun

20Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Full chokes, SN 31195V4. 98% blue finish shows average handling, with 
thinning on crisp edges, good bores, solid rib with single bead, border engraved receiver, ejectors, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with area of moderate scratches on belly of 
butt stock, 13 3/4" LOP, Single selective trigger with 7 1/2 lb pull. Good condition. 22-1219

500

130A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and full read all descriptions.

131
Franchi 
Aristocrat Over
/Under Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Imp Mod chokes, SN 53742. 98% blue finish on barrels show 
average handling with a few scattered freckles, good bore, low vent rib with center bead, engraved 
receiver shows 90% case color, ejectors, highly figured checkered wood stock and forearm show 
moderate handling with areas of deep abrasions and denting, 14 3/8" LOP, single selective trigger with 6 
1/2 lb pull and papers. Good condition. 22-1200

300

132

Remington 
Model 3200 
Special Trap 
Cased Set Over
/Under Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Imp Mod chokes, SN OU21521. 98% blue finish shows average 
handling with thinning on crisp edges, good bores, vent rib with center bead, engraved receiver, ejectors, 
highly figured checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with adjustable comb and 
added wood spacer to end of butt for increased LOP and adjustable recoil pad, 14" LOP, single selective 
trigger with 4 lb pull, includes 32" single barrel with vent rib with center bead, 2 3/4" chamber with good 
bore, full choke and 100% blue finish (appears to never been mounted on gun) and green plastic fitted 
case (latches dont work properly). Good condition. 22-1210

350

133

Remington 
Model 3200 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" ported barrels, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Imp Mod chokes, SN OU17134. 98% blue finish shows 
average handling with scattered light freckles and area of loss on forearm attachment plate against 
receiver, good bores, ejectors, vent rib with center bead and added fiber optic tube front, engraved 
receiver, bottom of barrels (under forearm) forearm release plate and trigger guard bottom plate are 
hand engraved Warren A Miller MD. highly figured checkered wood stock and forearm show average 
handling with adjustable comb and butt plate, 13 3/4" LOP, single selective trigger with 3 lb pull. Good 
condition. 22-1206

350

134

Charles Daly
/Miroku 
Venture Over
/Under Shotgun

20Ga. 26" bbls, 3" chambers, Mod/Imp chokes, SN 332055. 98% blue finish shows light handling with 
small area of loss on trigger guard tail and thinning at carry points, good bores, low vent rib, engraved 
receiver, extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with moderate denting 
on right side of forearm, 13 7/8" LOP single trigger with 4 1/2 lb pull. Good condition. 22-1356

250
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135

Browning 
(Japan) BT-100 
Trap Single Shot 
Shotgun

12Ga. 34" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke tube, SN 01951NRH99. 98% blue finish shows average 
handling with thinning on most crisp edges and carry points, good bore, High vent rib with center bead, 
ejector, adjustable trigger, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with area of 
shallow dents on belly of utt stock with adjustable comb and recoil pad 14 1/2" LOP as set up with 
approx 1/2" adjustment in trigger, release trigger, factory cardboard box and extra trigger shoe. Good 
condition. 22-1201

400

136

Winchester/Lin 
Kodehsha Co. 
LTD Model 101 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

12Ga. 34" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Imp Mod choke, SN 104441. 99% blue finish shows light handling and 
area of loss on trigger guard tail, low vent rib with added fiber optic front tube, engraved receiver, 
ejector, wide ribbed trigger shoe (removable) checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling 
with finish on butt stock being soft and sticky, 14 1/2" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1194

300

137

Hercules
/Montgomery 
Ward Single 
Shot Shotgun

410Ga. 26" bbl, 3" chamber, Full choke, NSN. Gray/brown patina with traces of case color on receiver, 
good bore, ejector, wood stock and forearm shows older refinish with average handling, 13 1/2" LOP. 
Good condition. 22-1218 C&R

50

138
Amantino
/Stoeger Single 
Shot Shotgun

20Ga. 26" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod choke, SN 128945-02. 90% blue finish shows areas of light freckling and 
oxidation, good bore, unique sliding trigger guard barrel release (slides back to release) wood stock and 
forearm show light handling with a couple small nicks in butt stock, 14 1/2" LOP. Good condition. 22-1227

50

139
Savage Model 
220 Single Shot 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, NSN. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with scattered 
freckles, good bore, ejector, hammerless, wood stock and forearm show average handling, 14" LOP. 
Good condition. 22-1265 C&R

50

140

Mossberg 
Model 190KC 
Bolt Action 
Shotgun

16Ga. 25 1/2" bbl including adjustable choke, 2 3/4" chamber, NSN. 95% blue finish shows average 
handling with scattered light freckles, good bore, wood stock shows average handling and small crack at 
toe, 1-2 rnd magazine, 13 7/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-1266 C&R

50

141
Stevens/Savage 
Model 22-410 
Rifle/Shotgun

22LR over 410 Ga. 24" bbls,3" chamber, Extra Full choke, NSN. 98% blue finish on barrels shows light 
handling with a few scattered light freckles, good bores, receiver shows 60% case color, checkered plastic 
stock and forearm show average handling, 14" LOP with single selective trigger. Good condition. 22-1217 
C&R

100

142
Savage Model 
24V Rifle 
Shotgun

222 Rem over 20Ga. 24" bbls, 3" chamber, Mod choke, SN C158495. 95% blue finish on barrels shows 
average handling with a few light freckles, good bores, rifle sights, receiver shows 85% case color with 
loss on crisp edges, Holden Ironsighter see under scope mounts with Bushnell Stalker 3-9 with Duo-plex 
reticle and clear optics, small crack in rear of trigger guard by mounting screw, single selective trigger, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with sling, 14 1/4" LOP. Good condition. 22-
1211

150

143
Baikal/USSG 
IZH94/MP-94 
Shotgun Rifle

12Ga. 3" chamber, Full choke tube over 308 Win, 23 5/8" bbls, SN 099418644. 99% blue finish shows only 
light handling, good bores, rifle sights, dovetailed quarter rib, extractors, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show light handling with minor staining on left side of butt near recoil pad, 13 3/8" rear trigger 
and 14 1/4" front trigger LOP. With sling, factory cardboard box, papers and 3 additional choke tubes. 
Good condition. 22-1208

150

144 Sako L461 Vixen 
Bolt Action Rifle

222 Rem, 23 1/2" bbl, SN 75930. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, very good bore, rear 
peep sight mounted on scope groove with hooded front sight, additional set of scope rings for Sako 
scope groove, checkered wood stock shows light/average handling with areas of shallow dents, leather 
sling, 13 3/4" LOP, 3 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1365

400

145 Burris Rifle 
Scope

4-12X, Duo-plex reticle with clear optics and rings to fit Sako scope groove (grooved receiver) removed 
from prior lot. Good condition. 50

146
Winchester 
Model 70 Bolt 
Action Rifle

300 Win Mag, 23 1/2" bbl, SN 705997. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few small scattered 
freckles, good bore, hooded front sight, Bausch & Lomb Balvar 8 2.5-8 scope with tapered to fine 
crosshairs and clear optics mounted on windage and elevation adjustable mounts, jeweled bolt, 
checkered wood stock shows average handling with leather sling. 13 1/2" LOP, 5lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 22-1205 C&R

250

147

Winchester 
Model 70 XTR 
Featherweight 
Bolt Action Rifle

257 Roberts, 21 1/2" bbl, SN G1505905. 99% blue finish shows only a couple of faint scratches on left 
side of barrel 1" forward of receiver edge, very good bore, Leupold style scope mounts and rings, jeweled 
bolt, checkered schnabel style stock shows light handling,leather sling. 13 1/2" LOP, 2 1/2 lb trigger pull. 
Very good condition. 22-1360

250

148 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

Vari-X II 3-9 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, body has average ring marks. Removed from prior lot. 
Good condition. 50

149
Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 70 
Bolt Action Rifle

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 174905. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a few scattered light freckles 
and tinning on carry points, good bore, 2 leaf rear sight, Bausch & Lomb Balvar 8 2.5-8 scope with 
tapered to fine crosshairs and clear optics mounted on windage and elevation adjustable mounts, 
checkered wood stock shows average handling, leather sling. 13 3/4" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 22-1350 C&R

250

150
Remington 
Model 700 BDL 
Bolt Action Rifle

30-06, 20" bbl, SN 71707. 95% gray/green Cerakote? finish shows area of scratching on barrel just 
forward of forearm, good bore, matte black Leupold style scope rings and base, additional rear sight and 
sight inserts, Floor plate magazine conversion to 3 rnd detachable box mag with factory hinged floor 
plate parts to convert back if desired, wood stock with black textured coating shows moderate handling 
with areas of chipping to black finish, nylon sling.13 3/8" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-
1362

250
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151 Redfield Rifle 
Scope

Illuminator 3-9 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, body shows average ring marks. Removed from 
prior lot. Good condition. 50

152

Custom 
Remington 
Model 30 
Express Bolt 
Action Rifle

416 Rigby, 24" bbl, SN 17864. 99% matte black finish shows only light handling, threaded muzzle with 
brake and additional thread protector Good bore, Williams rear sight and hooded front, Talley Quick 
detach indexing scope rings and bases, highly figured checkered wood stock shows only light handling, 13 
7/8" LOP, 5lb trigger pull. Good condition. If your planning a big game/dangerous game hunt this fine 
custom rifle will get it done. 22-1381

400

153 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

M8 6X Compact with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, adjustment caps show minor chipping. Removed 
from prior lot. Good condition. 50

154
Ruger M77 
Hawkeye Bolt 
Action Rifle

30-06, 22" bbl, SN 710-70821. matte stainless finish shows light scuffs on barrel, good bore, Ruger 
matching scope rings, checkered synthetic stock shows no handling,leather sling and extra set of blued 
scope rings. 13 1/2" LOP, 4lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 22-1361

250

155 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

Vari-X III 3.5-10 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, body shows average ring marks. Removed from 
prior lot. Good condition. 50

156
Savage Model 
12 Bolt Action 
Rifle

223 Rem, 26" heavy bbl, SN G727050. 98% blue finish shows light handling with scattered freckling, good 
bore, jeweled bolt, BSA Sweet 223 6-18X rifle scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on 
Kwik site rings, checkered synthetic stock shows light handling with sling.13 3/8" LOP, 3 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 22-1214

250

157
Ultra Light Arms 
Model 28 Bolt 
Action Rifle

300 Win Mag, 25 1/2" bbl with integral muzzle brake, SN 87-127. 98% blue finish shows average handling 
with a few small scratches near muzzle, good bore, jeweled bolt, Weaver style scope rings and mounts, 
camo lightweight composite stock show average handling with color chipping on edges, nylon sling, 
papers and dummy test rounds. 14 1/8" LOP, extra wide ribbed trigger with 7lb pull. Good condition. 22-
1357

250

158 Leupold Rifle 
Scope Vari-X II 3-9 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics. removed from prior lot. Good condition. 50

159
Interarms 
Unknown Model 
Bolt Action Rifle

7MM Rem Mag, 24" bbl, SN 877479. Very heavy freckling with pitting on most metal, fair bore, needs 
repairs trigger and safety will not move, checkered wood stock shows average handling. 13 7/8" LOP, Fair 
conition. 22-1272

100

160

Custom Left 
Hand Mauser 
Model 3000L 
Bolt Action Rifle

25-06, 24" G R Douglas Barrel, SN 88932. 98% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, jeweled 
bolt, Redfield rings and bases, highly figured checkered wood stock shows light handling with silver pistol 
grip cap marked BAL and silver Pronghorn on lay on floor plate,leather sling, 13 7/8" LOP, 5lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 22-1285

250

161 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

Vari-X II 2-7 with tapered to fine crosshairs and clear optics, body shows average ring marks. Removed 
from prior lot. Good condition. 50

162

FN Belgian
/Flayg's High 
Power Custom 
Bolt Action Rifle

6mm Rem, 22" bbl, SN 17308. 99% reblue finish shows only light handling, good bore, Weaver rings and 
bases, custom wood stock with exaggerated pistol grip and cheek piece shows light handling with a few 
small shallow dents on comb, 14" LOP, 4lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 22-1202

250

163 Redfield Rifle 
Scope 4-12X with standard crosshairs and clear optics, removed from prior lot. Good condition. 50

164
FN Belgian High 
Power Bolt 
Action Rifle

308 Win, 24" bbl, SN 42230. 98% blue finish shows only light handling with a small 1/4" abrasion on right 
side of barrel 5" from muzzle, good bore, front sight blade ground down very low, Pachmayr tip off scope 
mount and rings, checkered wood stock shows average handling, leather sling. 12 5/8" LOP, 3 1/2 lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1267

250

165
Vintage Redfield 
Bear Cub Rifle 
Scope

4X with fine crosshairs and clear optics. Removed from prior lot. Good condition 50

166

FN Belgian High 
Power Custom 
Target Bolt 
Action Rifle

22-250, 26" heavy barrel, NSN. 95% blue finish shows average handling with scattered freckles, good 
bore, polished bolt, J Unertl 12x target scope with fine crosshairs and clear optics,custom checkered 
wood stock with wide target forearm shows average handling with moisture issues to finish. Good 
condition. 22-1282

300

167
Mauser K98 
Custom Bolt 
Action Rifle

6mm Rem, 22" bbl, SN 9038163. 98% blue finish shows light handling with areas of scattered light 
freckles, good bore, Leupold rings and base, jeweled bolt, custom highly figured checkered wood stock 
shows light handling, 14" LOP, 3lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1384

250

168 Burris Rifle 
Scope 3x9 Mini with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics. Removed from prior lot. Good condition 50

169
Remington US 
O3A3 Custom 
Bolt Action Rifle

30-06, 22 1/2" bbl, SN 4008423. 98% reblue finish, good bore, ME gauge reads 00, muzzle barrel cut off 
just behind where the factory front sight was, muzzle marked RA over flaming bomb with rebuild strike 
over 9/43, Receiver ring marked US Remington O3A3 and has been drilled and tapped with Weaver style 
scope bases mounted, jeweled bolt, highly figured checkered custom wood stock shows only light 
handling. 14 1/2" LOP, 4lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1383

150

170 Burris Rifle 
Scope

Fullfield 4-12X with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, body shows average handling. Removed from prior 
lot. Good condition. 50
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171

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 88 
Lever Action 
Rifle

308 Win, 21 1/2" bbl, SN 117030. 98% blue finish shows light/average handling with a few small areas of 
minor freckling, good bore, fold down rear sight, front sight missing hood, Redfield style base and rings, 
checkered wood stock shows average handling with moderate finish flaking and peeling, 2-4 rnd 
magazines.13 1/8" LOP, 6 1/2lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1255 C&R

300

172 Redfield Rifle 
Scope 3-9X with fine cross hairs, ranging and clear optics. Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 50

173
Winchester 
Model 94 Lever 
Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN 4964797. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, wood stock 
and forearm show no handling with small factory blemish area on right front side of forearm. 13 1/2" 
LOP. 6lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 22-1253

200

174
Winchester 
Model 94 Lever 
Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN 2916329. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a few light scratches on 
barrel, good bore, wood stock and forearm show light/average handling with leather sling. 13 1/4" LOP. 
4lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1262

200

175

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 94 
Lever Action 
Rifle

30WCF, 20" bbl, SN 1150550. 95% blue finish on barrel shows general thinning, good bore, receiver 
shows silver/gray patina, wood stock and forearm show light/average handling. 13 1/4" LOP. 5lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 22-1286 C&R

200

176

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 94 
Lever Action 
Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN 2404672. 98% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on crisp edges, 
good bore, left side of receiver has side mount scope base attached with 4 screws into receiver, wood 
stock and forearm show average handling with finish loss on most of the forearm. leather sling. 13" LOP, 
3 1/2lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1335 C&R

200

177

Winchester 
Reproduction 
Model 1886 
Lever Action 
Rifle

45-70, 26" octagon bbl, SN 110538. 99% blue finish on barrel and mag tube shows very light hanling, 
good bore, case color receiver,forearm cap and butt plate, tang mounted peep sight, wood stock and 
forearm show light handling with a couple shallow dents on right side of butt near butt plate, 13" LOP, 3 1
/2lb tigger pull. Good condition. 22-1375

300

178

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 86 
Takedown Lever 
Action Rifle

45-70, 22" bbl, 150618. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on carry points and crisp edges, 
good bore, Marbles rear sight, wood stock and forearm show light/average handling with area of loss on 
bell of forearm, left side of butt stock has initials W.C.G carved at base of comb, leather sling. 13 1/8" 
LOP, 3lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1352 C&R

300

179

Antique 
Winchester 
1873 Lever 
Action Rifle

44WCF, 24 1/4" octagon bbl, SN 224154B. Dark brown mottled patina, fair bore, light oxidation around 
bolt and elevator, side pinch dust cover, wood stock and highly figured forearm show average handling 
with right side edge of barrel channel on forearm have missing 6" sliver. 13" LOP, 6lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. Antique.

300

180
Marlin Model 
336RC Lever 
Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN AA23570. 95% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, tasco Pronghorn 4X 
scope with Dou-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on Kwik site rings, right side removable hammer 
extention, wood stock and forearm show light/average handling with a small area of denting on left rear 
edge of forearm, pistol grip cap is slightly loose, good bullseye, leather sling. 13 3/8" LOP, 5lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 22-1263. C&R

200

181 Ruger No1 
Single Shot Rifle

243 Win, 26" bbl, SN 132-38819. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a small abrassion on bottom 
of barrel just forward of forearm, very good bore, Redfield style scope rings mounted on quarter rib, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show light handling, 13 5/8" LOP, 4lb trigger pull. Very good 
condition. 22-1204

350

182 Redfield Rifle 
Scope

6-18X with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, body shows light ring marks. Removed from prior lot. Good 
condtion. 50

183

Harrington & 
Richardson 
Topper Model 
158 Single Shot 
Rifle

22 Hornet, 22" bbl, SN AP226956. 95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of light freckles, 
good bore, case color receiver, left side removable hammer extention, Tasco 4x32 scope with fine cross 
hairs and clear optics, body shows areas of discoloration mounted on Weaver style rings and base, CCOP 
extendable barrel mounted bipod, wood stock and forearm show average handling, nylon sling, 14 1/4" 
LOP, 5lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1209

100

184

Browning 
(Belgian) SA-22 
Takedown Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22LR, 19" bbl, SN 36480. 85% blue finish shows average handling with moderate freckling, good bore, 
engraved receiver, checkered wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with areas of finish 
flaking. Good condition. 22-1333

150

185
Marlin Glenfield 
Model 60 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22LR, 22" bbl, SN 23514073. 95% blue finish shows average handling with chipping on edges of receiver, 
good bore, checkered wood stock shows average handling. Good condition. 22-1329 50

186
Mossberg 146B-
A Bolt Action 
Rifle

22S,LR, 26" bbl, NSN. 95% blue finish shows average handling with scattered freckles and a few minor 
scratches on receiver groove, good bore, vintage small tube scope with fine crosshairs and clear optics 
mounted in receiver groove with rear sight removed (not included) for scope clearance, Schnabel style 
wood stock with sling loops shows light/average handling. Good condition. 22-1212 C&R

50

187 Mossberg 146B 
Bolt Action Rifle

22S,LR, 26" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, good bore, BSA Sweet 22 rifle scope 3-9x40 with Duo-plex 
reticle and clear optics mounted in receiver groove, sights removed (not included) for scope clearance, 
Schnable style wood stock shows average handling with leather sling. Good condition. 22-1203 C&R

50

188
Remington 581-
S Bolt Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 24" bbl, SN A1071242. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, Tasco 4x32 
scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted to receiver groove, rear sight removed (not 
included) for scope clearance, wood stock shows only very light handling with 1-5 rnd magazine, papers 
and factory cardboard box. Very good condition. 22-1152

50
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189
Winchester 
Model 67 Bolt 
Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 27" bbl, NSN. 95% blue finish shows scattered moderate freckling, good bore, wood stock 
shows average handling. Good condition. 22-1287 C&R 50

190
Winchester 
Model 69A Bolt 
Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 25" bbl, NSN. 95% blue finish shows average handling with large 8" scratch on left side of barrel 
near muzzle and scattered freckles, good bore, wood stock shows average handling, 1-5 rnd magazine. 
Good condition. 22-1334 C&R

50

191
Remington 
Model 34 Bolt 
Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 24" bbl, SN 99637. Dark brown patina, good bore, wood stock shows average handling. Good 
condition. 22-1264 C&R 50

192
Mossberg 46M 
(B) Bolt Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 23" bbl, NSN. 90% blue finish shows average handling with scattered freckles and areas of light 
oxidation, good bore, Lyman rear peep sight and front globe with ring aperture, wood stock shows 
average handling with leather sling. Good condition. 22-1374 C&R

50

193
Marlin 57M 
Lever Action 
Rifle

22WMR, 22" bbl, SN 69357711. 95% blue finish shows scattered freckling and scraped area on right side 
of barrel 3" forward of forearm, good bore, Weaver V4.5 scope with center post and crosshair and clear 
optics, wood stock shows average handling with good bullseye and leather sling. Good condition. 22-1257

100

194
Marlin Golden 
39A Lever 
Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 24"bbl, SN S3699. 95% blue finish shows scattered light freckles and thinning on crisp edges, 
good bore, hooded front sight, wood stock and forearm show average handling with good bullseye. Good 
condition. 22-1216 C&R

150

195

Marlin Golden 
39A Mountie 
Lever Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 20 1/2" bbl, SN AA32359. 98% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, williams rear 
peep sight, factory rear sight has been removed from dovetail (not included) hooded front sight, wood 
stock and forearm show average handling with good bullseye. Good condition. 22-1363 C&R

150

196
Winchester 
Model 90 Pump 
Action Rifle

22 Short, 24" octagon bbl, SN 661891A on bottom front edge of receiver trigger guard tang is #814153. 
Dark brown patina, good bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling with small chips in 
forearm around screw heads. Good condition. 22-1332 C&R

100

197

J Stevens Arms 
Co. Favorite 
Rolling Block 
Rifle

22LR, 24" bbl, SN A340. Dark brown patina, good bore, octagon bbl, wood stock and forearm show 
average handling, missing butt plate. Good condition. 22-1331 C&R 50

198
Winchester 
Thumb Trigger 
Bolt Action Rifle

22S,L, Ext Long, NSN. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a couple scattered freckles, good bore, 
wood stock shows average handling. Good condition. 22-1373 C&R 50

199

Colt Cased WWII 
Commemorative 
European
/African/Mid 
Eastern Theater 
1911 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Auto, 5" bbl, SN 3470ETO. 100% nickel finish, very good bore, engraved slide, birds eye Maple wood 
grips show no handling, 1-7 rnd magazine, 7 dummy rounds in wood display case with gray lining and 
photo lid. Excellent condition. 22-1229 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

600

200
Remington Rand 
1911A1 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Auto, 5" bbl, SN 1015182. 99% thick reblue making the stampings hard to read, good bore, 
replacement rear sight, missing front sight, frame marked FJA on left side for (Frank J Atwood inspector) 
right side marked M1911A1 US Army United States Property and crossed cannon ordnance proof, 
checkered plastic grips show light handling, 1-7rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1353 C&R NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

500

200A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

201

Mauser C96 
Broom Handle 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 254784. 90% thick older reblue shows moderate handling with scattered light 
scratches, good bore, all visible numbers matching, ribbed wood grips show moderate handling with 
repaired crack on left side . Good condition. 22-1245 C&R

450

202

Mauser Red 
Nine C96 Broom 
Handle Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 88022. Gray/brown freckled patina, fair bore, left side shows crown over U proof, all 
visible numbers matching, ribbed wood grips show moderate handling with only traces of the red 
showing in the nine. Good condition. 22-1228 C&R

450

203

Unmarked 
German P08 
Artillery Luger 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 7 7/8" bbl, SN 2682. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of loss, good bore, left side 
shows crown over N and crown over B, all visible numbers match except magazine, checkered wood grips 
show average handling, 1-7 rnd magazine. 22-1244 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions 
of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

204

DWM Rework 
Double Dated 
P08 Luger Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 2504, 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges, good bore, top of 
receiver dated 1920 over 1915, all visible numbers match except magazine, checkered wood grips show 
average handling with 2-7 rnd magazines, leather holster and takedown tool. Good condition. 22-1376 
C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

400

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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205
Walther (AC 45 
Code) P38 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 8193b. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges, good bore, slide 
marked on right side with 3 waffanants, left side of frame marked with waffanant above trigger, 
matching numbers on slide frame and barrel, ribbed plastic grips show average handling, 1-8 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 22-1419 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400

206

Spreewerke 
(CYQ code) P38 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 8568t. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, good bore, 
matching numbers on barrel , frame and slide, right side of slide marked with 3 waffanants, ribbed plastic 
grips show average handling, 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1420 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400

207

Walther (AC 45 
Code) P38 Semi 
Automatic Pistol 
With Capture 
Paper

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 026828. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, good bore, 
matching numbers on frame, slide and barrel, left side of slide marked with 2 waffanants ribbed plastic 
grips show average handling, 1-8 rnd magazine and original capture certificate issued to S Sgt James B 
Grimes Oct 8 1945 listing this P38 pistol by SN and leather holster. Good condition. 22-1179 C&R NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400

208

German 
Occupation 
French D'Armes 
Model 17 
Unique Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65mm/32ACP, 3 1/8" bbl, SN 41302. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with with scattered 
abrasions and freckling, good bore, right side rear corner of frame marked with waffenamt, left side of 
slide marked 7.65 court 9 coups (French meaning 7.65 cal and 9 rnds) ribbed plastic grips show average 
handling, 1-9 rnd magazine. These neat little pistols were made in the french factory after German 
occupation and put to use by the wehrmacht. Good condition. 22-1318 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

209

German 
Occupation CZ 
VZ 27 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65mm/32ACP, 3 7/8" bbl, SN 316590. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of loss on crisp 
edges, good bore, right side of frame above grip marked with waffenamt, checkered plastic CZ grips 
show average handling, 1-8rnd magazine. After german occupation in Czechoslovakia in 1939 the 
germans produced these pistols for the wehrmacht and police forces. Good condition. 22-1180 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

200

210

Type 94 
Japanese 
Nambu Semi 
Automatic Pistol

8x22mm, 3 3/4" bbl, SN 58331. Matte black finish shows crude machining and metal texture, good bore, 
late war wood grips show average handling with 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1292 C&R 300

211

Military Marked 
Remington 
Sportsman Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 22 1/4" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Cutts choke system, SN 711456. 85% gray/green military finish shows 
moderate handling with light freckling on most metal surfaces, top of breech marked with flaming bomb 
US and left side top of receiver marked US with flaming bomb Military Finish, front leg of trigger guard on 
left side is marked with W, plain wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with crossed cannon 
proof and FJA (Frank J Atwood) inspectors cartouche on left side of butt. Good condition. 22-1328 C&R

250

212

Military Marked 
Savage Model 
720 Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga, 26" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, cyl choke, SN 82536. 90% blue finish on barrel shows general thinning 
with scattered freckles, good bore, receiver shows dark gray patina, left side of receiver marked with P 
over flaming bomb US, wood stock and forearm show average handling with crack on left side of 
forearm. Good condition. 22-1423

150

213
Universal M1 
Carbine Semi 
Automatic Rifle

30 Carbine, 18" bbl, SN 460882. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few light freckles, good bore, 
ventilated handguard, wood stock shows light handling, 1-15 rnd magazine and leather sling. This rifle is 
a modern replica of the famed US military version. Good condition. 22-1252 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

214
Tula/CAI Soviet 
SKS Semi 
Automatic Rifle

7.62x39, 20 1/4" bbl, SN T603. 98% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, receiver dated 1952, 
folding blade bayonet, matching numbers on receiver, top cover, bolt, trigger guard, magazine, and 
laminated wood stock, comes with sling, oiler and papers. Appears unissued. Good condition. 22-1153 
C&R

150

215

French MAS 
Model 45 
Training Rifle 
Bolt Action Rifle

22LR, 24" bbl, SN F23363. 90% gray parkerized type finish shows average handling, good bore, military 
rear peep sight, front sight is missing hood. wood stock shows average handling, 1-5 rnd magazine. These 
neat little trainers were copied from a liberated Mauser design when the French took the mauser factory 
during WWII. Good condition. 22-1330 C&R

100

216

Mauser 
Demilled GEW 
98 Bolt Action 
Rifle

7.92mm, 29 1/2" bbl, SN 7909. Dark brown patina, bore has been demilled by filling with lead? receiver 
ring dated 1915/16 with several waffanants on receiver, bolt and stock, wood stock shows average 
handling. Rifle can NOT be fired. Good condition. 22-1416 C&R

100

217

Remington 
Mosin Nagant 
M1891 Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.62x54R, 31 1/2" bbl, SN 588995. 95% blue finish shows average handling with scattered freckles, good 
bore, breech marked Remington Armory 1917, matching numbers on breech, bolt, magwell and butt 
plate, wood stock show light handling. Good condition. 22-1215 C&R

150

218 GRI No1 MKIII 
Bolt Action Rifle

303 Brit, 25" bbl, SN 17520. Dark gray patina, good bore, receiver ring marked crown over GRI over 
crossed flags, wrist band marked crown over GRI 1943. Wood stock moderate handling with arrow over 
circled ISA proof (indian property mark) 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1224 C&R NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

219
Enfield No4 MKI 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

303 Brit, 25" bbl, SN 16776. 95% blue finish shows average handling, fair bore, original military sights, cut 
down wood stock shows moderate handling with wood replacement section at top of butt plate, 1-10 
rnd magazine. Fair condition. 22-1276 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

50
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220
Enfield ShtLe III 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

303 Brit, 25" bbl, SN 957. 85% blue finish shows average handling with large areas of light oxidation, 
good bore, wrist band dated 1916, early model with single shot magazine cut off, original military sights, 
synthetic sporter stock shows average handling, 1-5 rnd shorty magazine. Good condition. 22-1225 C&R

50

221

Mauser (42 
code) K98 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.92, 24" bbl, SN 4786P. Dark gray patina, good bore, receiver ring dated 1939 with 3 waffenamts on 
right side and 1 on left, matching numbers on receiver, barrel, rear sight, floor plate and bolt release, 
custom checkered wood sporter stock shows average handling. Good condition. 22-1382 C&R

50

222

Colt Law 
Enforcement 
Carbine Model 
LE6920 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

5.56mm, 17 1/2" bbl with flash suppressor, SN LE052735. 100% matte black finish, very good bore, carry 
handle rear sight, left side of magazine well marked Restricted Military/Government Law Enforcement
/Export Use Only, pistol grip and collapsible shoulder stock with 2-20 rnd magazines, sling, papers, 
cardboard inner and outer boxes. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-1397 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400

223
Colt M4 Carbine 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

223 Rem, 16" bbl, SN LE189079. 100% matte black finish, very good bore, flash suppressor, pistol grip 
and colapsable butt stock, 2-20 rnd magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. 
Excellent condition. 22-1401 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

400

224

Black Rain 
Ordnance 
Fallout 15 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

223 Rem/Multi, 18" bbl with flash suppressor, SN 008323. 100% matte black finish, good bore, fluted 
barrel, quad rail aluminum handguard, magpul pistol grip and colapsable butt stock, 1-30 rnd magazine. 
Excellent condition. 22-1394 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

225

Black Rain 
Ordnance 
Fallout 15 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

223 Rem/Multi 18" bbl with flash suppressor, SN 002463. 100% matte gray barrel, 100% matt black 
handguard and 100% pink/black camo receiver, quad rail handguard, magpul pistol grip and colapsable 
butt stock, 1-30 rnd magazine. Excellent condition. 22-1395 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

226
Smith & Wesson 
M&P15 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

5.56mm, 16" bbl, SN SR51331. 99% matte black finish shows only very light handling, very good bore, 
flash suppressor, pistol grip and colapsable butt stock, 1-30 rnd magazine, factory cardboard box. Very 
good condition. 22-1400 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

227
Sig Sauer 556R 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

7.62x39, 17 1/4" bbl with flash suppressor, SN 28C 003594. 100% matte black finish , very good bore, 
pistol grip and side folding butt stock. 1-30 rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears 
new in box. Excellent condition. 22-1399 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

500

228
Sig Sauer 556R 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

556 Nato, 17 1/4" bbl with flash suppressor, SN JS 027579. 100% matte black finish, very good bore, 
pistol grip and colapsable side folding butt stock, 1-30 rnd magazine, papers, factory plastic case. Appears 
new in box. Excellent condition. 22-1398 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

500

229 PWS MK2 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

7.62 Nato/Multi, 18 3/4" bbl with flash suppressor, SN D200127. 100% matte black finish, very good 
bore, pistol grip, colapsable butt stock, 2-20 rnd magazines, papers, factory cardboard box. Appears new 
in box. Excellent condition. 22-1396 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

500

230

Walther/Smith 
& Wesson G22 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR, 20" bbl, SN PW018259. 100% blue finish on barrel, very good bore, matte black synthetic stock 
shows no handling, Walther 3x9 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, untested under muzzle 
laser sight, 2-10 rnd magazines, extra stock spacers and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-
1261 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150

230A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and full read all descriptions.

231

Belgian 1860 
New Model 
Army Percussion 
Revolver

44, 8" bbl, SN C264. 85% blue finish on barrel and cylinder shows general thinning, good bore, left side of 
barrel above barrel key shows crown over R and star over S over arrow, rabbeted cylinder with engraved 
naval scene, 90% case color finish on frame, loading lever and grip straps, bottom of butt strap marked 
made in Belgium, wood grips show light handling. Good condition. Antique.

150

232

Smith & Wesson 
First Issue 
Model 1 1/2 
Single Action 
Revolver

32, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 14635. 75% blue finish shows areas of moderate freckling, fair bore, cocks and 
advances as it should, Rosewood grips show light handling with finish loss on butt edges, this is a early 
production variant with 2 patent dates on top of barrel. These sweet revolvers from the mid 1860's don't 
often come to market in this nice of condition. Very good condition. Antique

100

233
Colt New Line 
22 Single Action 
Revolver

22, 2 1/4" bbl, SN 41082. 98% nickel finish shows light handling, good bore, flat side barrel with long 
cylinder flutes, cocks and advances as it should, Rosewood birdshead grips show very light handling for a 
gun made in 1876. Very good condition. Antique

100

234
Remington Rider 
Patent Vest 
Pocket Pistol

41 Rim fire, 4" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, good bore, cocks and releases as it should, small saw handle 
type wood grips show light handling. Very good condition. Antique 100

235

Merwin & Bray 
Civil War Era 
Side Swing 
Derringer

30 Rim Fire, 3 5/8" octagonal bbl, NSN. Good bore, gray patina on barrel, brass frame shows good aged 
patina, cocks and holds if the trigger is set by hand, releases as it should, square butt wood grips show 
light handling. Good condition. Antique.

100
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236

**an Wattson 
London 
Percussion 
Derringer

.40 bore, 3 1/2" octagon bbl, NSN. Gray patina, fair bore, engraved side hammer box lock needs spring 
repairs, hammer swings freely, dropping trigger when hammer is cocked, left side of lock has steel belt
/sash clip, silver lions face pommel, checkered wood grips show light handling with silver shield on back 
of wrist. Good condition. Antique

100

237

Case Set Navy 
Arms/Uberti 
1851 Colt Army 
Percussion 
Revolver

44,7 3/8" bbl, SN 17194. 99% blue finish on barrel and rabbeted cylinder show only 3 areas on cylinder 
that are slightly discolored from sticking to the lining of the case, very good bore, case color loading 
lever, plunger and hammer, brass frame marked with XX7 date code (1971) wood grips show no 
handling, comes with case, key, reproduction Colt style powder flask and 2 cavity ball/bullet mold. 
Revolver appears new in case and is still sticky with shipping grease. Case has scratches on exterior. Very 
good condition. Antique

200

238 1884 Springfield 
Trapdoor Rifle

45-70, 32 1/2" bbl, SN 126400. Dark brown textured patina, good bore, left side of breech marked V P 
over eagle head P with A on top of breech, hooded front sight, cleaning rod bayonet, breech block 
marked US Model 1884, strong lock with 3 click tumbler shows 80% blue finish and marked US 
Springfield with spread eagle and shield holding 4 arrow and olive branch, stock held with 2 steel bands 
and springs with large chip on right side rod channel at front sling band, Steel butt plate tang marked US 
120 over 28, left side of stock above trigger marked with clear 1891 script cartouche, right side of butt 
marked in white outline 20 over 28, broken shell extractor in butt stock. Good condition. Antique

300

239
Italian Vetterli 
1870/87 
Infantry Rifle

10.35x47R, 33" bbl, SN WZ5422. 90% blue finish shows scattered light freckling on barrel and magazine 
well with receiver showing gray/brown patina, good bore, breech marked Torre Annunziata (Naples 
Arsenal) incorrect cleaning rod, wood stock held with 2 steel bands shows average handling with 2 script 
cartouches on left side above magazine well, right side of butt has nice crest and cartouches. Good 
condition. Antique

100

240
1866 Springfield 
Allin Trapdoor 
Conversion Rifle

50-70-450, 36 1/2" bbl, NSN. Silver/gray patina, good bore, breech block marked 1866 over eagle head, 
rear sight missing leaves, strong lock with 2 click tumbler, lock plate marked US Springfield with spread 
eagle and shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch dated 1864 on lock tail, wood stock held with 3 steel 
bands and springs with center band holding front sling loop and front trigger guard leg folding rear sling 
loop, left side of stock above trigger guard shows faint cartouche. Very good condition. Antique

200

241

Contemporary
/Composite 
Percussion 
Bench Rifle

.51 bore, heavy 1.50" 37 1/2" bbl, NSN. 98% thick reblue shows a few scattered underlying pitts, good 
bore, vintage scope with windage and elevation adjustable rear ring and clear optics with very small 
aperture, globe style front target sight, 7/8" thick false muzzle with 3 anchor pins, nipple mounted flash 
guard, strong unmarked lock has no half cock position but holds and releases at full cock, single trigger, 
brass patchbox appears to be non functional and does not open and engraved BM on door and 1968 on 
brass toe guard, heavy wood bench style stock with flat forearm rest is mounted with cap screws from 
bottom and pins through sides, short 11 7/8"LOP, 1 1/2 lb trigger pull, rifle weighs approx 24 lbs. Good 
condition. Antique.

200

242

Numrich Arm
/Hopkins & 
Allen 
Underhammer 
Rifle

.45 cal, 42" bbl, NSN. 98% blue finish shows light handling with some light scratches/tool marks around 
breech, good bore, tang mounted peep sight with original rear sight and globe style front sight, strong 
underhammer lock with trigger guard as the spring may need adjustment or repair as the front of trigger 
guard/spring will occasionally come out of notch in rear of hammer, woodstock shows average handling 
with area of abrasions on left side. Good condition. Antique

100

243
Mowrey Steel 
Frame (Kit Gun) 
Percussion Rifle

.54 cal, 32" bbl, SN17440. 95% dark brown finish shows mottled areas with areas that show very thin 
(possibly a hobbiest finish) good bore, strong lock holds and releases as it should, tiger stripped Maple 
stock and forearm shows average handling with areas of roughness and finish runs. Good condition. 
Antique.

100

244

Schuetzen Style 
Composite 
Percussion 
Target Rifle

.37 bore, 30" bbl, NSN. 90% redone dark brown finish shows average handling with area of underlying 
tool marks at breech plug, good bore, rear tang mounted peep sight with globe style front, strong 
unmarked lock holds on half and full cock and releases as it should, adjustable set trigger, bass/copper 
Schuetzen style trigger guard and butt plate with removable shoulder horn/hook, wood half stock shows 
area of cracks around lock plate and left side bolster, wood piece inlayed in front of nipple, exaggerated 
cheek rest and a older home finish showing areas of orange peeling and runs. Short 12 1/2" trigger pull 
to front trigger.Good condition. Antique

200

245

Hopkins & Allen 
Arms 
Underhammer 
Rifle

36 cal, 32" bbl, SN 653. 85% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on most crisp edges, good 
bore, globe style front sight, Simmons 2x20 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted to 
barrel on Weaver rings and bases, strong underhammer lock with trigger guard as spring, wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with old sticker under wrist and small brass cap box. Good condition. 
Antique

100

246

Antique 
Philipsburg Pa 
Percussion 
Target Rifle

.56 bore, heavy 1.28" 37" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, fair scaly bore, military style flip up ladder/peep 
rear sight marked Pat Nov 11 1919 Apr 27 1920 on left side of base with globe style front, top plate on 
barrel marked Philipsburg Pa, left side of breech has 2 drilled and tapped holes, strong unmarked lock 
with adjustable set trigger, wood stock shows average handling with cracks along barrel channel, lock 
and left side bolster with area of wood repair on left side forward of through bolt and bolster, brass 
pineapple style patch box and 8 point hunters star inlay at base of ramrod channel, missing ramrod. 
Short 11 7/8" LOP to front trigger. Good condition. Antique

150

247

Early Thompson 
Center Pre 
Hawken 
Flintlock Rifle

54 cal, 29" bbl, SN K1099 (Kit gun) 95% thick blue finish shows average handling with scattered scratches 
and fine chips/tool marks on breech plug, fair bore, Bore obstruction near breech appears to be a seated 
ball (looks like an attempt was made with a ball puller and left a hole in face of ball) unsure if a powder 
charge is present, strong case color lock with adjustable set trigger, synthetic ramrod, wood stock shows 
average handling with brass patch box and leather T/C sling. Do not attempt to fire until bore is cleared. 
Good condition. Antique

150
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248

Early Thompson 
Center Pre 
Hawken 
Flintlock Rifle

50 cal, 29" bbl, SN 7540. (not a kit gun) 85% blue finish shows average handling with thinning/loss at 
breech area from being deeply cleaned and thinning on crisp edges, good bore, pre warning barrel, 
strong case color lock with adjustable set trigger, wood stock shows moderate handling with cracks
/repair at toe. Good condition. Antique

150

249 Antique 
Percussion Rifle

.45 bore, 44 3/8" bbl, dark brown/black patina, fair bore, missing rear sights, top barrel flat has a single 
drilled hole 8" from muzzle, breech plug area shows moderate tool marks, strong back action lock 
marked Josh Golcher, set trigger, wood Perch belly half stock shows moderate handling with crack on 
right side of forearm just forward of barrel wedge, missing ramrod and rear thimble from under rib. fair 
condition. Antique

50

250

Thompson 
Center Pre 
Hawken 
Percussion Rifle

45 cal, 29" bbl, SN K18625 (Kit gun). 90% thin blue finish shows average handling, good bore, pre warning 
barrel, strong case color lock with adjustable set trigger, wood stock with brass patch box shows average 
handling. Good condition. Antique

100

251
Contemporary 
Hawken Style 
Percussion Rifle

50 cal, 29" bbl, SN 011699. 95% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on crisp edges, tang 
mounted rear peep sight, original rear sight holes plugged with screws, Green Mountain LRH (Long Range 
Hunter) barrel, laminated wood stock shows average handling with brass patch box and rubber slip on 
recoil pad. Good condition. Antique

100

252
Contemporary 
Pence Flintlock 
Long Rifle

.47 bore, 42" bbl, NSN. 90% brown finish shows average handling, good bore, dragon tail rear sight, top 
barrel flate marked Pence "94" strong unmarked lock with single trigger and touch hole splash guard, 
carved tiger stripe Maple stock shows light handling with sliding wood patch box, missing ramrod. Good 
condition. Antique

300

253
Antique 
Flintlock Bench 
Rifle

.63 bore, heavy 42 3/4" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina fair bore, swamped barrel measures 1.44" at muzzle 
and breech and 1.32 at waist, rear sight fits poorly in dovetail, front sight has broken blade, unmarked 
lock is loose in mortise, adjustable set trigger, heavy wood bench style stock shows heavy handling with 
brass plates repairing crack at wrist and multiple cracks and old repairs throughout. Fair condition. 
Antique

100

254 Springfield 1884 
Trapdoor Rifle

45-70, 32 1/2" bbl, SN 524371. Gray/brown patina, good bore, front sight blade held in place via small 
nail, left side of breech marked VP over eagle head P and top of breech marked A, breech block marked 
US model 1884, strong 3 click tumber lock with lock plate marked US Springfield with spread Eagle and 
shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch, cleaning rod bayonet, wood stock held with 2 steel bands and 
springs with front band holding sling loop and stacking swivel, front trigger guard leg holding rear sling 
loop, left side shows clear script cartouche dated 1891 and circled P under wrist at trigger guard tail. 
Good condition. Antique

300

255

Antique 
Percussion 
Conversion Long 
Rifle

.37 bore, 34" bbl, NSN. Dark brown/gray patina, fair bore, top barrel flat marked J Paulus behind rear 
sight, breech shows moderate erosion around conversion drum, strong lock holds only on full cock with 
adjustable set trigger, wood stock shows average handling with small crack on left side at bolster, with 
brass patch box and left side inlaid 8 point hunters star and heart on top of wrist/thumb rest. Good 
condition. Antique

100

256

Sharps
/Borchardt 
Military Model 
1878 Old 
Reliable Falling 
Block Rifle

45-70, 32 1/2" bbl, SN 524371. Gray/brown patina, good bore, front sight blade held in place via small 
nail, left side of breech marked VP over eagle head P and top of breech marked A, breech block marked 
US model 1884, strong 3 click tumber lock with lock plate marked US Springfield with spread Eagle and 
shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch, cleaning rod bayonet, wood stock held with 2 steel bands and 
springs with front band holding sling loop and stacking swivel, front trigger guard leg holding rear sling 
loop, left side shows clear script cartouche dated 1891 and circled P under wrist at trigger guard tail. 
Good condition. Antique

500

257

Antique Eclipse 
Gun Co. Belgian 
Rabbit Ear SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbls, SN 56472. Dark brown patina with area of oxidation on right barrel within 12" of muzzle, 
fair bores, silver wire inlay on breech, tight single dolls head lock up, engraved white receiver with strong 
back action locks, skip line checkered wood stock and forearm show light handling with carved pistol grip 
and silver decorative nails. Good condition. Antique

50

258

Scarce M1822
/28 Pomeroy 
Percussion 
Conversion 
Rifled Musket

69 cal, 42" bbl, NSN. Gray/brown patina, good bore shows crisp fine rifling, converted to percussion via 
Belgian/US 2nd type cone conversion, left side of breech marked US / JH / P in 3 lines, top of tang dated 
1838, very strong lock holds on full and half cock, lock plate marked with spread eagle and shield over L 
Pomeroy and dated 1838 over US vertically on lock plate tail, (most Pomeroy muskets were dated on the 
lock plate through 1836 when the first round of contracts were completed its believed that there was 
also a small addon contract and those muskets were dated 1838 & 39) flash pan cut in lock plate was 
filled with a 2 layer brass piece, wood stock held via 2 steel bands and forearm cap with springs, front 
band holds sling loop as does the front trigger guard leg, left side above trigger shows script cartouche, 
comb in front of butt plate tang has script cartouche and P11 and HT? behind lower trigger guard tang, 
Very good condition. Antique

250

259 H E Leman Best 
Percussion Rifle

.42 bore, 32" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, good bore, 10:00 barrel flat marked Best, strong back action 
lock does not hold on half or full cock and is marked H E Leman Lancaster on lock plate, wood stock 
shows moderate handling with repaired crack along right side of barrel channel, with small cracks at 
wrist, lock through bolt, barrel channel and butt plate, german silver patch box and trigger guard with 
onlay squirrel on left side above cheek rest. Good condition. Antique

100
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260

Rare J. Henry & 
Son (Bolton 
Arms Works 
Nazareth Pa) 
Civil War Era 
Percussion Rifle

58 cal, 35" bbl, NSN. Gray mottled patina, fair bore, left side of breech marked J Henry & Son, muzzle 
turned down to accept 1816 style socket bayonet (included) with 15 1/2" triangular blade marked US WL, 
no scabbard, barrel held via 2 brass bands with front band holding sling loop as does the front trigger 
guard leg, steel ramrod, strong lock holds on half and full cock with lock plate tail marked J Henry & Son 
vertically in 2 lines,wood stock shows light handling with a large chip missing from nipple to rear of front 
tang screw, brass patch box, These rifles were made in small numbers and were believed to all have been 
made under a contract with the state of Pennsylvania in 1861 and 1862. This rifle comes with notarized 
letter from prior owners and much information from the curator of arms at the Henry Museum
/Jacobsburg Historical Society. Very good condition. Antique

500

261
Antique Peter 
Henn Flintlock 
Long Rifle

.51 bore, 42 1/2" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, poor bore, light engraving on top flat and around muzzle, 
strong Ketland & Co lock hold on full cock with set trigger (needs work on set trigger) barrel held via 4 
pins (some missing) and tang screw but is still slightly loose in stock, tiger stripe Maple stock shows heavy 
handling with large chips and cracks along barrel channel and lock bolt with replaced wood section on 
comb, brass patchbox, missing toe section of butt plate. Fair condition. Antique

100

262

Antique Harpers 
Ferry 1816 
Percussion 
Conversion 
Musket

69 cal, 42" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina with moderate oxidation, poor bore, left side of breech marked 
VP over eagle head, lock holds on full cock only with lock plate marked with spread eagle over US and 
Harpers / Ferry / 1918 vertically in 3 lines on tail, conversion via French/US first type with added drum, 
wood stock held with 2 steel bands and nose cap with springs, original steel ramrod, stock shows 
moderate handling with large chip missing behind nipple and minor cracks at butt plate. Good condition. 
Antique

150

263

Antique NJ 
Marked 1861 
Philadelphia 
Percussion Rifle 
Musket

58 cal, 40" bbl, NSN. Cleaned to white finish, good bore, left side of breech marked NJ and VP over eagle 
head and 35 on top, tang marked 51, strong lock with lock plate marked with faint spread eagle and 
shield holding 5 arrows and olive branch with US / Philadelphia in 2 lines and dated 1862 on tail, barrel 
held via 3 steel bands and springs, center band holds sling loop as does the front leg on trigger guard, 
wood stock shows light/average handling with NJ proof above front trigger guard leg and 68 over A on 
comb in front of butt plate tang, original steel ramrod, small crack on left side at rear/upper lock bolt 
with triangular socket bayonet with 16 1/2" blade marked US. No scabbard. Very good condition. Antique

300

264

Thompson 
Center Omega 
Inline 
Muzzleloader

50, 28" bbl, SN S97128. Matte stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, fiber optic front sight, 
rear sight removed for scope clearance (included but not installed) Leupold style scope base, checkered 
composite stock with sling shows average handling, comes with 3 extra breech plugs, breech plug 
wrench, extra front sight options and papers and more. Good condition 22-1372

100

265 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

Vari-X-III 2.5-8x with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics with quick release rings for Weaver style bases. 
Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 50

266

Antique 
European 
Flintlock 
Musketoon

.79 bore, 24 1/4" bbl, NSN. Dark brown mottled patina, poor bore, lock does not hold, barrel held via 2 
steel clamp style bands, steel ramrod, wood stock shows light/average handling marked 1634 on right 
side of butt. Fair condition. Antique

100

267

Philadelphia 
Constable 
Percussion 
Fowler

12 Ga, 31 3/4" bbl, NSN. Brown/gray patina, fair bore, engraved breech with 3 gold band inlays, engraved 
tang, strong engraved back action lock holds on half and full cock, checkered wood stock with european
/schuetzen style brass trigger guard and small cap box on belly, stock shows crack from trigger guard to 
trigger to ramrod fuel, wood ramrod missing rear thimble. Good condition. Antique

100

268

Reproduction 
Galef & Son 
Percussion 
Blunderbuss

24 Ga. 13 1/2" bbl, SN 9861. Reproduced brown patina, fair bore, octagon to round barrel with 1 7/8" 
flair to muzzle, strong case color lock with very hard trigger pull, wood stock shows average handling 
with brass patch box and furniture. Good condition. Antique

100

269
1850 Tower 
Percussion 
Musketoon

.56 bore, 33" bbl, NSN. Cleaned to mostly white, poor bore, left side of breech marked with 3 European 
proofs, strong lock holds on half and full cock, lock plate marked 1850 / Tower in 2 lines spade over 01 
proof and crown over VR on tail, nipple is badly mushroomed and will need replaced, wood stock held via 
2 steel clamp style bands with front band holding sling loop, rear sling loop mounted on stud in belly of 
butt stock, steel ramrod, stock shows multiple cracks at butt plate and lock bolts with inlaid wood repair 
on left side 2" forward of front lock bolt, large areas of finish loss on wood. Fair condition. Antique

100

270
Khyber Pass 
Martini-Enfield 
II Copy

.43 bore, 32 1/2" bbl, NSN. Brown/gray patina, poor bore, military ladder rear sight, receiver marked 
crown over VR over Enfield 1915 (note VR on receiver Victoria Regina died in 1901 making the VR 
obsolete should have been marked ER for Edward Rex also the N in ENFIELD is backwards common on 
these Khyber copies) wood forearm held via 2 steel clamp style bands with the front band holding sling 
loop and bayonet lug, front trigger guard leg holds rear sling loop, small crack in bottom of forearm 
against front of receiver and several putty repairs on stock against rear of receiver. Good condition. 22-
1427

100

271
Antique C Bates 
Percussion 
Target Rifle

.35 bore, 31 3/4" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, fair bore, rear tang heart Peep sight, strong engraved 
back action lock holds on full cock only, wood Perch belly stock shows average handling with crack at 
front of lock and at lock bolt on left side and on right side of wrist. Good condition. Antique

100

272 Antique Tryon 
Flintlock Fowler

16 Ga. 44 3/4" bbl NSN. Dark brown/black patina, poor bore, octagon to round barrel with single 
wedding band transition, strong lock marked Tryon holds on half and full cock, frizzen is stuck in open 
position and will need some attention/repair, checkered tiger stripe full stock shows average handling 
with crack through forearm near barrel transition and chip missing on right side barrel channel near 
nose. Good condition. Antique

100
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273 Flintlock Kit Rifle

.54 cal, 44" bbl, NSN. All metal is in the white with light oxidation, very good bore, kit is only partially 
complete and missing many parts, strong lock holds on half and full cock, single trigger, wood blank is 
rough sawn with ramrod channel cut, no sights, touch hole not drilled, no ramrod, trigger guard, 
thimbles, butt plate or any other hardware. Good condition. Antique

50

274

Antique W 
Parker 
Percussion SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga, 31 3/4" bbl, NSN. Brown/gray patina, fair bore, engraved breech with 3 gold band inlays, engraved 
tang, strong engraved back action lock holds on half and full cock, checkered wood stock with european
/schuetzen style brass trigger guard and small cap box on belly, stock shows crack from trigger guard to 
trigger to ramrod furel, wood ramrod missing rear thimble. Good condition. Antique

50




